When humans respond to sensory stimulation, their reaction times tend to be long and variable relative to neural transduction and transmission times. The neural processes responsible for the duration and variability of reaction times are not understood. Singlecell recordings in a motor area of the cerebral cortex in behaving rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) (Fig. 2) (9) . We analyzed the growth of movement-related activity of FEF neurons during trials with different reaction times to test the merits of the two models (10). To represent the form of the accumulating signal, we derived a particular activation function from the trains of action potentials (11).
When humans respond to sensory stimulation, their reaction times tend to be long and variable relative to neural transduction and transmission times. The neural processes responsible for the duration and variability of reaction times are not understood. Singlecell recordings in a motor area of the cerebral cortex in behaving rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) were used to evaluate two alternative mathematical models of the processes that underlie reaction times. Movements were initiated if and only if the neural activity reached a specific and constant threshold activation level. Stochastic variability in the rate at which neural activity grew toward that threshold resulted in the distribution of reaction times. This finding elucidates a specific link between motor behavior and activation of neurons in the cerebral cortex.
A major goal of cognitive neuroscience is to develop linking propositions statements that explain behavior and the associated mental processes in terms of brain function. Since Helmholtz's demonstration (1) that behavioral reaction times, which measure the duration of mental processes, were long and variable rather than instantaneous, experimental psychologists have characterized reaction times and developed sophisticated models of possible underlying processes. Concurrently, neuroscientists have identified brain circuits that are involved in movement generation (2, 3) . However, few studies have integrated both paradigms to directly investigate mechanisms that regulate initiation of voluntary movements. It seems clear that a simple summation of sensory and motor transduction delays and conduction times in the nervous system cannot account for the duration and variability of reaction times. Evidently, decision processes intervene.
Mathematical models of the decision and response preparation processes that lead to movement initiation have been proposed. One general class of models, known as accumulator models, seems most amenable to physiological evaluation. In accumulator models, a response is triggered when a signal that represents the decision process, which is referred to as the activation function, grows over time to reach a threshold level. Different sources responsible for the duration and variability of reaction times have been proposed by two alternative models: a variable rate model (4) and a variable threshold model (5) (Fig. 1 (signal-inhibit trials) . If the monkeys did generate a saccade to the peripheral target (signal-respond trials), no reward was given. Four stop-signal delays were used so that, at the shortest stop-signal delay, monkeys inhibited the movement in more than 85% of the stop-signal trials; at the longE monkeys inhibited the movement in fewer than 15% of the stop-signal trials. as before group of trials with short reaction times (99 ared the spikes/s) was essentially the same as the s of no-threshold activation for the group of trials n times. with long reaction times (97 spikes/s). To ive FEF increase the statistical power of the analysis, rter and we divided the trials (Fig. 3A) into 10 Fig. 3 , B reaction time groups (Fig. 3D) distribution of the behavioral reaction times collected while recording from each individual FEF cell was compared with a distribution of reaction times generated by a computer simulation run with parameters derived from the activity of that cell. The parameters used for each simulation of a linear accumulator with a constant threshold were derived from the average threshold activation level and the rates of growth of premovement activation obtained from each neuron individually (17). A distribution of simulated reaction times was generated to compare with the behavioral reaction times measured while recording from each cell. The simulated distribution of reaction times was often indistinguishable from the observed distribution of reaction times (Fig. 4A) . Overall, the simulated reaction time density function based on the physiological data from 9 of 22 cells did not differ in shape or central tendency from the reaction time density function generated by the monkeys (X2 test, P > 0.05). The distribution of reaction times generated by the monkeys while we were recording from many cells was multimodal, possibly because of the limited number of trials (<50). In these cases, the shapes but not the mean values of the simulated and observed reaction time density functions were different (X2 test, P < 0.05) (Fig. 4B) . Overall, the means of the simulated reaction times were not different from the means of the reaction times generated by the monkey during our collection of data from 17 of 22 cells. Excluding one outlier 17.2 SD from the grand mean, we found the average difference between the means of the simulated reaction times and the means of the observed reaction times was 1.5 + 1.8 ms, which was not different from 0 [t(20) = 0.96]. Thus, by using parameters derived directly from measures of the activity of individual neurons, we could predict the distributions of the reaction times generated by the monkey in these experimental conditions. This work demonstrates that the irreducible variability of the timing of voluntary movements is a consequence of a particular form of stochastic variability in neural circuits. We speculate that dysfunctional growth of movement-related activity may be a basis for the impaired control of action associated with neurologic and mental disorders. Further work is needed to determine whether, before each movement, the growth of activation is correlated within and across the numerous cortical and subcortical centers involved in movement production. Also, continued efforts combining psychology and neuroscience hopefully will provide insight into whether the random variability of neural activity responsible for producing movements is unpreventable biological noise or a desirable adaptation necessary for flexible behavior. Neurophysiol. 68, 1967 Neurophysiol. 68, (1992 ]. According to these times, then, the FEF cannot influence saccade initiation later than 12 to 14 ms before the movement begins. Also, the modal time of burst onset within FEF movement cells is 10 ms before saccade initiation (7). Finally, the minimum latency of the saccades evoked by electrical stimulation of FEF is around 20 ms [C. J. Bruce, M. E. Goldberg, C. Bushnell, G. B. Stanton, J. Neurophysiol. 54, 714 (1985) ]. The results of the analysis we report did not change when the level of activation was measured 20 to 30 or 0 to 10 ms before saccade initiation. 13. All trials for a neuron were rank ordered by reaction time and were split into equal groups containing at least 10 trials on the basis of reaction time. Thus, the first group consisted of the trials with the 10 shortest reaction times, and so on. The number of reactiontime groups varied across cells because of different trial numbers. If the total number of no-signal trials was less than 50, the number of trials in each saccade latency group was set so that five saccade latency groups were generated. 14. An algorithm was applied to each trial to identify periods of activity in which more spikes occurred than would be predicted from a random Poisson process having the overall average rate of the trial [C. R. Legendy and M. Salcman, J. Neurophysiol. 53, 926 (1985) ; (7) Fig. 3D ). The rate of growth of the simulated accumulator function (r) was selected on each simulated trial from a Gaussian distribution. The mean and SD of the sampled Gaussian distribution were derived from the rates of growth of the activation functions across the reaction-time groups collected for that cell (for example, Fig. 3E (2) . About 60% of human lung cancers contain mutations in the P53 tumor suppressor gene (3) . The P53 mutation database (4) includes more than 500 entries of sequenced P53 mutations for lung cancer. There is a large percentage of G to T transversion mutations in these tumors. Such mutations are hallmarks of mutagenesis involving certain types of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, including BPDE (5), but they can also be induced by other agents, including oxidative DNA damage (6). The distribution of mutations along the P53 gene in lung cancer is nonrandom but rather is characterized by several mutational hotspots, in particular, at codons 157, 248, and 273 (Fig. 1 (3, 7) . The majority of lung cancer mutations at these three codon positions are G to T transversions (4 (12, 13) . Figure 2A shows an analysis of the upper (nontranscribed) DNA strand of exon 5. One of the strongest BPDE-derived signals along the exon is seen at codon 157, which is one of the major mutational hotspots in lung cancer. In exon 7, the two guanine positions within the frequently mutated codon 248 are the preferred targets for BPDE adduct formation (Fig. 2B) . The same is true for exon 8, where the strongest signal corresponds to a BPDE adduct at the guanine within the mutational hotspot codon 273 (Fig. 2C) 
